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Chapter 731 

Gu Yao Yao eyes move a bit, then looked at Helian. 

For a while she didn't speak, her head was blank. She just moved and pulled her wound. 

"Don't move around." Hulian is pressing Gu Yao. "Your arm is hurt." 

Gu Yaoyao asked Hulian when he opened his mouth feebly. "Where is this?" 

"This is my place." 

Gu Yao Yao wants to push away the hand of Hulian, but he can not make his strength. 

"I'm going back." 

"You can't move at this time unless you don't want your hands." 

Gu Yao Yao thought of his own gun, at that time I was worried that I would die, did not expect to live. 

"I want to go back." At this time Gu Yao Yao only request, she wants to go back to huoyunxun. 

Hulan frowned. "Is huoyunxun so good?" 

"He is my husband. I have to go back. " 

"Gu Yao Yao, you really stick to it." "Said Helen sighingly. 

If there is no guyaoyao this time, maybe the person who lies here is himself. So to guyaoyao, he must 

repay this kind of kindness. 

"Really going back?" 

"Yes!" 

"OK, I'll let you take you back." 

Gu Yao Yao is not in good spirit, but he still has some accidents when he hears what Hulan says. How 

could she have agreed so easily this time. 

"No conditions?" 

"No!" Hellian replied with certainty. "Who makes you my salvation. So I can only respect your will. " 

Gu Yaoyao had different ideas about Helian, but he was not as bad as he thought. 

"Thank you." 

Hulian leaves Gu Yao Yao room and lets Feiyun inform huoyunxun, and asks him to send someone to 

pick up Gu Yao Yao to go back. 

"You really want to do this, adult?" 

"Go ahead." Hulan didn't want to hear that again, and he might not be able to help changing his mind. 
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Xiangqing soon received the news of Feiyun and asked him to pick up Gu Yao Yao. 

Huoyunxun knew that he was also ignoring his physical condition, and he was going to pick up Gu Yao 

Yao back. 

"Young master, you slow down." 

"Come on! Yao Yao should be too late to wait. " Huoyunxun was in a hurry, and all the pain disappeared. 

Xiangqing supports huoyunxun. "Master, you should be more relaxed. If you have any more problems, I 

will not be able to go back to tell you. " 

"Where do you need to be so wordy?" 

Huoyunxun and Xiang Qing reached the address given by Feiyun, then looked up at the beautiful villa. 

"This is helenko's house." 

Huoyunxun's white face added a touch of gloom, and indeed even Hulan. 

"In." 

After entering, the whole villa was empty, and there was no sound and shadow of Hulan. 

"Yao Yao!" 

Huoyunxun's voice actually formed a response in the villa. 

In a moment, the door of the room opened, and the nurse who was looking after guyaoyao came out. 

"Huoshao." 

Huoyunxun stared at the nurse, "where is Yao Yao?" 

"Miss just took the medicine and slept down." 

"What about helenko?" 

"Adults have left." The nurse replied. 

Huoyunxun followed the nurse into the room, and soon saw guyaoyao lying in bed. 

"Yao Yao!" Huoyunxun immediately moved to guyaoyao's side. 

"Huoshao, please don't move Miss Gu's left arm." 

Huoyunxun noticed that Gu Yaoyao's arm was wrapped with thick bandages. His eyebrows were tight 

and wrinkled, which could kill the annoying flies. His face was straight, and he gently touched the 

bandaged arm. 

"Yao Yao, I'm sorry! I hurt you again! " 

Huoyunxun leaned over Gu Yao Yao's forehead and kissed him, and then he picked up Gu Yao with 

strength. 



"We'll go back." 

Huoyunxun took guyaoyao back to the hospital and asked the doctor to check Gu Yao again, otherwise 

he could not be relieved. 

While the doctor was checking Gu Yao, huoyunxun asked Xiangqing to prepare the plane, and returned 

to city a immediately after Gu Yao's results came out. I don't want to stay in this place for a moment. 

On the other hand, Li Mengyao and helenyao both returned to the f country. 

In order to maintain her image, Li Mengyao must go to Hulan. But even if he didn't see it, he was 

scolded by Helian peak. Said that Li Mengyao's heart and chest are vicious. 

"I have retired early. You are carrying my illness and you have a high number of moves to Helen!" 

"What tone are you talking to me in helenfeng?" 

"Hum! Even if your grandfather and father are standing in front of me, they will give me three points of 

courtesy. If it wasn't for me, could your family be so comfortable and secure? I don't forget the diggers 

when I eat! If you want to continue such a desperate situation, I just assert that the f country will be 

destroyed in your hands sooner or later! ""Mount Helian!" 

"What? What else do you think of the princess He Lianfeng asked. "You are the first person who is so 

unreasonable to me. If you have such a mind, you are not worthy to be the future queen of F country." 

Li Mengyao was stimulated. She hated herself. She was more noble than he Lianfeng, but in his eyes, she 

was nothing at all! 

"You should have let helianmin be a little more restrained." 

"The princess is in such a hurry that she just wants to let helianmin come out to help you explain." 

Li Mengyao didn't deny it! 

"Our Helian family will not be bullied by you. Li Mengyao, you'd better stop 

Li Mengyao endured her anger. "Helianfeng, you'd better let helianmin come to me in person, or else 

you'll be home to Helian." 

"Bang, the princess really has the demeanor He Lianmin clapped his hands and went to Li Mengyao. 

Li Mengyao some incredible looking at the complete and flawless Helian min appeared, "how can you?" 

It's not for people to wait at the airport. As long as there is news from helianmin, she will be informed 

immediately. How can it be that he, a living person, has appeared in front of his eyes, and no one has 

informed her. 

"I see the princess puzzled. Do you need me to answer your questions?" 

"No! I just think you don't want to come back. You must be very happy if you have a woman to help you 

block the bullet. " 



Helianmin raised the corner of her mouth. She knew very well that Li Mengyao wanted to let herself die. 

Now that she came back, she still came back intact, so she felt more frightened. 

"I don't want the princess to care about my affairs." 

"As long as you help me, I can help you get Gu Yaoyao." 

He Lianmin didn't eat Li Mengyao's move, "sorry! I like to work hard on my own. Of course, this feeling, 

the princess should not understand! Huo yunxun hit him in the face this time. That's why I think of me? " 

"Don't go too far, Hermione!" 

Helianmin suddenly laughed. "I'm too much? You want my life, don't you? Li Mengyao, these are 

actually very fair! Since we are divorced, there is no need to contact again. If you continue to deal with 

me, then I'm not polite! " 

Chapter 732 

Li Mengyao finally can only shake her hand and leave. This time, she is injured by a thousand enemies 

and loses 800. 

I didn't expect that even though he was so hard now, he didn't want him at all. Now, helenqian is 

strange to him. He was not really him who was weak and incompetent in front of him. 

"Elegant, you go and check the Hulin. This time, it must be detailed, and do not want the surface 

information! " 

"Yes, princess." 

When hulianyi saw limongyao's car leave, he went up and sat down with helenfeng. 

"Grandpa, are you ok?" 

"I'm fine." "You sit down," replied helenfeng 

Hulan immediately reported the situation in country D, "Grandpa, I have already explained those people 

in country D, and will help us when necessary!" 

"Good." Helenfeng nodded. "But this time it's also dangerous." 

"Li Mengyao is cruel enough! And I want to kill me directly in country D. " 

Helenfeng looked at his grandson is OK, and he also put down his heart. 

"This time, it was huoyunxun's wife who saved me." 

Helenfeng saw some problems from the expression and eyes of Helian. "You're interested in her?" 

"I can't say it. But she was the first woman to look down on me. But she thought of saving people, and 

there was no other meaning! And the one she loves is huoyunxun. " 

Helenfeng rarely heard such words, "good, growing up!" 

"Grandpa, you are relieved! I know it's not a time to talk about feelings, I know what I'm born with. " 
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Helenfeng was very comforted, "you will think so. With the support of those in city B and country D, we 

are a little bit more than that. But to overthrow Li's family, we should still win the support of several 

other families in country D. Otherwise, we are still not sure in our country. " 

"I understand." 

"Good. But this time, you can't be too anxious. " 

"Yes." 

Hulan returned to his room and saw the mobile phone flying cloud sent a message, saying that 

huoyunxun had gone back to city a with guyaoyao. 

"Gu Yao Yao, I will return my kindness this time." 

City a. 

Huoyunxun and guyaoyao were both sent to the hospital. 

The two people live in a ward, which is also said to be convenient for care. 

Gu Yaoyao woke up when he got on the plane and then went on sleeping. I haven't woke up until now. 

"Brother in law, what is it 

"Too much blood loss, very empty." Xia yueqian replied. 

After Xia yueqian made a good registration, his eyes looked back and forth on both people. 

"I said what happened to you this time? Why are you both injured? " 

Huoyunxun did not want to answer, eyes have been looking at guyaoyao, a word did not say. 

Xia yueqian did not make a fool of himself, and left with a chat. 

Huoyunxun walked to Guyao Yao's side, holding Guyao Yao's hand. "It seems that after you get married 

to me, you get hurt and sick. Sorry, I didn't take care of you! " 

"Then you should be ten thousand times better for her in the future." 

Huoyunxun turned around to see huodongyang and Joe Wei together, two people in the hands of two 

bags of things. 

"I'll bring you some laundry and food." 

"Thank you mom, thank you dad!" 

Qiao wei walked to huoyunxun's side, "how is Yao Yao?" 

"The brother-in-law said the arm had broken nerves and that he might not be able to take heavy things 

later." 

Joe patted huoyunxun on the shoulder. "Xiaoxun, don't have any connection with limongyao. This time 

you two almost won't come back! " 



"Mom, I know what to do." 

Huodongyang reached out to pull Qiao Wei, and wanted to let huoyunxun and Gu Yao Yao have a good 

rest. 

"Let's go home first and let them have a good rest." 

"I just came." Joe Wei actually wants to get along with the children for a while. 

Huodongyang advised: "all in city a, you can rest assured!" 

"Well, I'll come back tomorrow. You all have to have a good rest. " 

The ward became quiet again, huoyunxun holding Gu Yao Yao's hand, unwilling to let go. Think of Gu 

Yao Yao for Hulan to block bullets, huoyunxun heart taste. My woman is so desperate for other men. 

"Yao Yao, I am jealous!" 

"Why are you going to save Hulan!" 

"You are mine, I don't allow you to like other men, and I won't let other men take you away." 

"Gu Yao Yao, you are the best to hear my words. If you dare to be with other men, I will destroy it! 

Without mercy! My huoyunxun's people, not so easy to let out. " 

Huoyunxun clenched guyaoyao's hand, and wanted to let her know that all these words were true! 

So many things happened, he can not let go of Gu Yao Yao! Can't do it, and don't want to let go!"Yao 

Yao, do you hear me?" 

The next day. 

Gu Yaoyao wakes up. This time she is really sober. 

She saw who was by her side Huo yunxun, and her eyes gently depicted his face! It's good that they're 

together again! 

Gu Yaoyao wants to reach out to touch Huo yunxun, but she can't use her arm at all and seems to have 

no sense. 

When Gu Yaoyao makes such a move, Huo yunxun opens his eyes. 

"What's the matter?" 

"Ah hoon, my hand?" 

Huo yunxun's eyes twinkled, and then comforted: "the hand is OK, after a few days! The bullet came 

out, but you lost too much blood. So I'm very weak. " 

"Where am I now?" 

"Brother in law's hospital." 

"We're back in city a?" 



Huo yunxun nodded, "yes, back!" 

"This time, helianmin kept his promise." 

Huo yunxun's eyes sank. He reached for Gu Yaoyao's chin and looked at Gu Yaoyao directly. 

"Yao Yao, I don't care what happened to you and helianmin! You are all my Huo yunxun's! " 

Gu Yaoyao Leng Leng Leng, in the heart anxious Huo yunxun is he and he Lianmin what? 

"You and Hermione don't think that. I am... " 

Huo yunxun stretched out his finger and pressed it on Gu Yaoyao's bloodless lips. "I know you have no 

idea of him. Otherwise, I'm not talking to you in that tone now 

"Are you angry?" 

"Angry, of course! Why is it not me who is by your side! " 

Gu Yaoyao puts down the stone in her heart and smiles. "Dangerous things, I would rather you were not 

by my side!" 

"No way!" Huo yunxun approached Gu Yaoyao. "The more dangerous it is, the more I will be by your 

side." 

Gu Yaoyao was moved. Huo yunxun was so kind to himself that he was simply too happy. 

"Ah Xun, it's enough to have you!" 

Gu Yaoyao approached Huo yunxun a little bit, with a smile in her eyes, "a Xun, I love you!" 

When Huo yunxun has not answered or made a response, Gu Yaoyao takes the initiative to send her 

own kiss. She wants to tell Huo yunxun through this kiss that she loves him! 

Gu Yaoyao's initiative soon became passive. Huo yunxun took back all the initiative. It was a sentimental 

kiss, hitting the hearts of both of them! 

Chapter 733 

As soon as I feel the light. 

Huo yunxun hugged Gu Yaoyao in his arms. Until Xia yueqian came to inspect the house, he saw the 

picture of two people embracing each other warmly. 

He didn't dare to imagine what kind of situation was in the quilt. After being stunned, he turned to go 

out. But did not walk a few steps met to give Huo yunxun and Gu Yaoyao breakfast Qiao Wei. 

"Slightly!" 

Qiao Wei nodded to Xia yueqian, and seemed to have no intention to speak. 

"Is it time to get rid of your anger? How do you want to remember it for a lifetime? " 

Qiao Wei really has some opinions about Xia yueqian and Gu Yaoyao, so she ignored Xia yueqian for 

some time. 
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"Weiwei, I was wrong. Is that ok?" 

Qiao Wei looked at Xia yueqian with a straight eye, "schoolmaster, the last thing was written off like 

this. But I don't want another time. " 

"Of course Xia yueqian nodded. "I don't think either of them can be separated." 

Qiao Wei didn't respond. She was always worried. Judging from what happened this time, Li Mengyao 

will not let go easily. I'm sorry. How can I get involved with the royal family of F. 

"Weiwei, let them deal with emotional matters." 

"I know, but I can't help worrying. They are all their own children. How can they not worry? " 

This sentence inexplicably also poked in Xia yueqian's heart, think of Xia Yunqiao married Tang Yixuan, 

many things have changed. 

"That's what parents are like!" 

Qiao Wei want to go to the ward, summer yueqian kindly advised, "or let them rest a little more, maybe 

last night tired." 

"What do you mean?" 

Xia yueqian picked his eyebrows, and his eyes were a pair of meanings you understood. 

Qiao Wei can't help but help his forehead. Is it really so fierce? But both of them were hurt, and their 

energy was still so good? 

"Your grandson may come soon." 

Qiao Wei is excited to think of being a grandmother! 

"It's best." 

Qiao Wei followed Xia yueqian to his office and chatted for a while, thinking that the time should be 

about, and went to the ward again with breakfast. 

In the ward, Huo yunxun is up, while Gu Yaoyao is still sleeping. 

"What do you think? This head injury can be big or small. " 

"I'm fine." 

Qiao Wei pulls his son to sit down and wants to chat with his son. 

"Xiaoxun, do you have any good strategies to deal with this matter?" 

"Mom, don't worry. I won't let people hurt Yao Yao this time. " 

Qiao Wei understands Huo yunxun's mood, but some things can't be prevented. Especially the heart! 

"You know, but be careful." 



Huo yunxun nodded. His eyes fell on Gu Yaoyao again. As long as she was around, he would not worry 

about anything. 

"Your dad said he would do it when necessary." 

"Not yet." 

Gu Yao Yao's condition, can not be discharged immediately, but in the hospital bored with treatment 

and rehabilitation. 

On this day, Zhou Xiao personally came to the hospital to see Gu Yaoyao. 

Gu Yaoyao was surprised and didn't expect "eh?" 

Huo yunxun sits down beside Gu Yaoyao and looks into her eyes. 

"No matter what happens in the future, you should be the first to tell me!" 

"If you encounter something dangerous, you can't take risks!" 

"And one more thing, you're not allowed to be overly intimate with other men." 

Listening to Huo yunxun put forward these three points, Gu Yaoyao always felt a little strange, but what 

was wrong with them was that they were too awkward to say. 

"Any more?" 

"Yes!" Huo yunxun nodded, he had a lot of requirements, but he could not bear to say too much. 

Gu Yaoyao immediately covered Huo yunxun's mouth. "Forget it, you'd better not say it." 

Huo xunyao took it. "So you can remember these three for me!" 

Gu Yaoyao nods and tells Huo yunxun what Zhou Xiao said to himself. 

"So you're going to audition next week?" 

"Well." Gu Yaoyao nods. "I have to fight hard while I can still make money now." 

Huo yunxun regretted that he had not explained a point just now, that is to let Gu Yaoyao not be so 

desperate! 

Chapter 734 

The tenth day in the hospital. 

Huo yunnuan came to the hospital to see Gu Yaoyao and bought a big fruit basket. 

"Sister in law, I come to see you! I'm so busy recently that I haven't had time to see you. I'm sorry! " 

"Never mind! Why do you bring so many things? " Gu Yaoyao looks at Huo yunnuan with everything in 

her hands. 

Huo yunnuan vomited immediately. "Originally someone came to see you with me, so I prepared these 

things. As a result, when he arrived at the gate of the hospital, he left on an urgent matter." 
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Seeing Huo Yun warm and angry, Gu Yaoyao said with a smile, "maybe there is something urgent." 

"Yes! Every day is an emergency. " Huo yunnuan said weakly. This has been how many times, Huo 

yunnuan don't know how to walk through in the end, can bear it. 

Gu Yaoyao has never met Ji Haonan, so she doesn't know how he is. 

"Sister in law, I tell you that you can't compromise with men. Once you compromise once, you will be 

doomed! Now I regret that I have compromised so once, so now I am so ignored by him. " 

"But you still love him!" Gu Yaoyao took a sentence, otherwise how could Huo yunnuan bear Ji Haonan? 

Huo Yun warm straight sigh, "I may not be able to persist for long." 

"Willing?" 

"I'll give it up. Over the past few years, my heart has gradually faded a lot. Or in his heart, this is a 

responsibility, not love at all 

Gu Yaoyao frowned and felt a little uncomfortable. Responsibility and love can't be equated. 

"Sister in law, do you think that we women are very stupid? Sometimes when he treats you well, he 

thinks that he has his own heart, and will accommodate you in any matter. Unfortunately, he will always 

cherish words like gold." 

"I'm really tired!" 

Gu Yaoyao wants to comfort Huo yunnuan, but she doesn't know how to say it. 

"Little warm..." 

Huo yunnuan immediately burst out laughing, "I'm fine, just complain with you. If I complained to my 

mother, she would read me. If my father and I complain, maybe he will be hanged by my father! " 

"Where's ahun?" 

"If you complain to my brother, he will report it to mom and dad immediately. At that time, my situation 

would not be much better! " 

Gu Yaoyao can understand Huo Yun's warm mood, "let it be! Don't forget you have family. " 

Huo yunnuan nods. "I know that better than anyone else. As long as I speak, my parents and brother will 

stand by their side unconditionally. " 

"That's right." 

"Sister in law, if I break up in the future, can you take me in for a few days?" 

Gu Yaoyao has already heard some clues from Huo yunnuan. It seems that Huo yunnuan is waiting for a 

fuse to make this decision. She and Ji Haonan are really like this? 

"Of course 

"It's very kind of you, sister-in-law." 



"We're a family. You don't have to be polite." 

Soon came the day of the film audition, zengni came to meet Gu Yaoyao. Seeing Gu Yaoyao's arm, Zeng 

Ni is also worried. 

"How did you make yourself like this?" 

"Sister, don't read it. I'm much better these days. " 

Zeng Ni frowned and was clear that no one could change what Gu Yaoyao decided. 

When Gu Yaoyao arrived at the scene of the audition, she saw several familiar faces. One was Yang Xin, 

another was Zhao Xiaomo, another was Zhao Xiaomo, Liang Shuang, and Zhou Tao, a powerful school. 

As these people sat on the scene, Gu Yaoyao could not help getting nervous. 

With these people, I feel pressure. I can't help wondering if I really can? These people here are very 

capable! 

"Yao Yao!" When Yang Xin saw Gu Yaoyao, she came over with a smile. 

Gu Yaoyao nods at her. Yang Xin is enthusiastic and asks Gu Yaoyao to sit down beside her. 

"Sister Xiao said you might come, but I didn't expect that you did come." 

"Well, just come and see it." 

Yang Xin's affection for Gu Yaoyao comes from Zhou Xiao. She is good to Gu Yaoyao, so Yang Xin thinks 

she should do so. 

Zhao Xiaomo, sitting on one side, looks at Gu Yaoyao with disdain in her eyes. She is no stranger to Gu 

Yaoyao. It was because of her that she had to wait for the cover to be intercepted by her! 

I didn't expect to meet you here today. It's really God's help. 

"This is not Gu Yaoyao, an online celebrity who has been frying CP a while ago?" 

Gu Yaoyao looks at Zhao Xiaomo and says politely. "Didn't expect that sister Xiao Mo knew me?" 

"There must be a few people who go to the hot search every day. Otherwise, the mood will be 

uncomfortable. " Zhao Xiaomo said sarcastically. "It's a shame to say so." 

"Xiao Mo, you are deliberately aimed at." 

"Yang Xin, you don't have to pretend in front of us. In fact, you don't know how much you hate this 

woman."Yang Xin to the most dislike others to sow dissension, "I pretend? You're not much better. Your 

acting skills have always been questioned! " 

Zhao Xiaomo's face sank and stood up to discuss with Yang Xin, but she was pulled by Liang Shuang. 

"One less sentence. Otherwise, there may be no chance to disturb others for a while. " 

Zhao Xiaomo can only bear, eyes are very dissatisfied with Yang Xin, with the mouth type said: "will hold 

the thigh!" 

Gu Yao Yao also blocked Yang Xin, "don't be impulsive, calm down." 



"Hum!" 

They snorted almost simultaneously, then turned their heads to the other side, and they were not 

talking. 

Soon someone came out and called out: "please welcome Yang Xin below." 

After Yang Xin stood up, she immediately tidied up her clothes and took a look at her make-up. She was 

sure that there was no problem before she followed the man in. 

Zhao Xiaomo throws Gu Yaoyao a plan to despise the white eye, and then walks away. 

After 20 minutes, Yang Xin came out with a smile on her face. It seemed that she had succeeded. 

"Next Zhao Xiaomo." 

Zhao Xiaomo just came back from the bathroom, and the whole person was in a hurry. 

Yang Xin leaned over and whispered in Gu Yaoyao's ear and said, "I believe you have no problem 

because there are people you know. I'll have other announcements later. I'll leave first. " 

After Yang Xin leaves, Gu Yaoyao is wondering who is here? 

Zhao Xiaomo did not go in for a long time to come out, and look at her face is not good, it seems that 

the result is unsatisfactory. 

After Zhou Tao followed in, she must be determined to get, a relaxed. 

"Liang Shuang, Gu Yaoyao. Come in together 

Gu Yaoyao's palms are in a cold sweat. It's her first time to interview for a movie role. It's fake to say 

that she's not nervous! 

Entering the theater, Gu Yaoyao stands on the stage. She took a look at the stage and landed in 

Ichikawa. She didn't expect him to be here! 

Unfortunately, she couldn't speak. She could only look at the script handed in by the person in charge. 

"This is the script that you two will play later. Get familiar with it as soon as possible. The blank space 

needs you to add in time 

Gu Yaoyao took over the script and saw that there was a lot of blank space left in the middle. If you 

don't know, you just have to let the actors fill in the words and play. This is the most tested person. 

"Can you do it?" 

Gu Yaoyao nodded, "always wanted to try." 

After discussion, Liang Shuang got a role of positive ability. However, Gu Yaoyao is a snake and scorpion 

beauty who is good at scheming. 

"I'll give you five minutes to get familiar with your lines. Five minutes later, it'll start." 

Chapter 735 
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Gu Yaoyao stood aside and looked at the lines in her script. 

At the same time in my heart, I was thinking about how to play the role so as not to be so annoying. Gu 

Yaoyao takes a look at Liang Shuang beside her and wants to communicate with her. 

However, when she did not speak, Liang Shuang took the initiative to turn her back and refused to 

communicate with Gu Yaoyao. 

Gu Yaoyao frowns, which is really do not want to communicate. What should I do then? 

Lu Yichuan, sitting under the stage, looked at Gu Yaoyao on the stage. In fact, he was surprised to see 

her name appear. The last time she called herself and said that she had something to deal with, she has 

not been contacted since. 

This time she reappeared in front of her eyes, which showed that she had not given up her career. 

However, the atmosphere on the stage is so embarrassing that Lu Yichuan wants to see how Gu Yaoyao 

can resolve it? 

"Yichuan, this Gu Yaoyao is the hostess of your TV series?" 

"Yes." Lu Yichuan nodded. "She has a lot of potential." 

"You think so highly?" 

Lu Yichuan laughed, "maybe she will bring us different surprise." 

"I'll see." Zhang Zhen opened his mouth. 

"Elder martial brother, I don't think you will miss her." 

Although Zhang Zhen has not met Gu Yaoyao, but heard a lot about her. 

"I remember that she sent me a microblog saying she was retiring from the entertainment industry?" 

"No, it was because her family was injured, so she went back to take care of it." Lu Yichuan took the 

initiative to explain Gu Yaoyao. 

Zhang Zhen nodded, "so it is. It should not be so easy for other people to give up their career and take 

care of their families. " 

"It's something special about her." 

It'll be here in five minutes. 

Gu Yaoyao and Liang Shuang began to play against each other. 

Liang Shuang's role is very easy to please the audience, while Gu Yaoyao's role is made up of vicious 

women. It takes some effort to perform well, but there is no communication in the whole process within 

five minutes. What will be the result. 

Liang Shuang's character is Hualan, while Gu Yaoyao's character is Lengyue. 

"Cold moon, you are cruel enough. You can do such a mean thing." 



Gu Yaoyao raised her eyelids, her eyes were cold, just like her name, indifferent as the moon! 

Liang Shuang is frightened by Gu Yaoyao's eyes and can't help but step back. "What are you going to 

do?" 

"You have already scolded me like that. What else can I do?" Gu Yaoyao took a step forward and 

completely overtook Liang Shuang. 

Seeing Liang Shuang's stage fright, Gu Yaoyao is pleased to draw up the corners of her mouth. "Hualan, 

seeing is not necessarily believing." 

"Like you How can you be clean for people like you who mix in that place every day 

With that, Gu Yaoyao reached out and pinched Liang Shuang's neck. "Do you feel suffocated?" 

"You let me go!" 

"Let go of you? Well, it's late. " Gu Yaoyao smiles, and this smile makes people feel creepy, and even the 

tense atmosphere pushes to the highest point. 

At present, I really feel that the cold moon will really strangle Hualan. 

But in a second, the cold moon released her hand, she looked down at the Hualan which had been 

sliding on the ground. 

"Is that feeling of suffocation that makes you helpless feel particularly hard? At the beginning, I was the 

same. Unfortunately, no one helped me at that time, so I had to help myself. People who are born to fall 

or fall are forced by life. " 

Liang Shuang stares at Gu Yaoyao and doesn't know how to pick up the lines. She can only hang her 

head. There is a big difference between her and Gu Yaoyao. 

Gu Yaoyao comes out of the role and reaches out to help Liang Shuang up. 

Liang Shuang tried to get rid of Gu Yaoyao, but she turned to her eyes again. Her bright eyes were like a 

mirror, completely different from the dark one. 

"Are you all right?" 

When Zhang Zhen saw the situation on the stage, he came out of the situation just now. Gu Yaoyao's 

cold moon was so amazing! He even thought it was too short to be enjoyable! 

"Gu Yao Yao!" 

"Well?" Gu Yaoyao looks back. 

Zhang Zhen stood up and clapped. "Wonderful!" 

"Thank you, director." 

"Sign up! You are the cold moon in my heart. " Zhang Zhen almost did not have too much nonsense, 

directly proposed to sign a contract. 

Lu Yichuan thumbs up to Gu Yaoyao on the stage, saying that she has done a good job. 



"Thank you, director!" 

Liang Shuang stretched out his hand, "Congratulations!" 

She is too small to see Gu Yaoyao. She always thinks that she is a vase, but she has never thought that 

her acting skills are so good and she enters the drama so quickly! And in the whole process of no 

communication, with a look and a movement to let themselves speechless. 

Thank you 

Gu Yaoyao stepped down and today's audition is over.Lu Yichuan took the initiative to move forward. "I 

haven't seen you for a month. You've grown up a lot. What's going on at home? " 

"Thank you for your understanding. Things at home have been taken care of. " 

"Good! You should also publicize yourself for the TV play finale tonight 

Gu Yaoyao nods. "Good!" 

Zhang Zhen comes to Gu Yaoyao with the contract. "Yao Yao, we'll sign the contract now." 

"My agent is in charge of signing the contract." 

"You ask her to come at once." 

Gu Yaoyao immediately called Zeng Ni and asked her to come to see the contract and negotiate the 

signing of the contract. 

After this, Gu Yaoyao will go back to the hospital. 

Today is to ask for leave, so I should go back when the matter is over. 

"Sister, I want to buy something and go back." 

"What to buy?" 

"Suddenly I want to eat cake." 

Zeng Ni smiles. She knows that Gu Yaoyao has a habit of eating cakes when she is happy. 

"Good!" 

Gu Yaoyao bought the cake and was ready to leave. As soon as she got to the door, she was hit by her 

injured arm. She frowned with pain. 

"You didn't look at people. You ran into them yourself." 

Gu Yaoyao looked at the unreasonable woman in front of her, and suddenly did not like her! I didn't 

want to argue too much with her, but the woman held Gu Yaoyao's arm. "Well, you want to go when 

you hit someone?" 

"This young lady, this is clearly you bump into!" 

"Do you know who I am? How dare you talk to me like that. " 



Gu Yaoyao pushed his glasses, "I don't know." 

"My boyfriend is Ji Haonan, the president of the famous Ji family." 

"Ji Haonan?" Gu Yaoyao thought she was listening wrong. Or the same name? 

Gu Yaoyao's eyes turned. "Are you Huo yunnuan?" 

"Who is Huo yunnuan? What about the young lady of the Huo family? She is not just dumped." 

Gu Yaoyao tried this, but heard the news. She was just about to speak when a voice took the lead. 

"When was Huo yunnuan dumped?" 

Gu Yaoyao looked at Huo yunxun, who appeared in front of her eyes 

Huo yunxun looked at this ungrateful woman with a serious expression and repeated the words just 

now: "you can make it clear to me when Huo yunnuan was dumped?" 

"It is..." 

"How are you, Xiaobing?" Ji Haonan's voice came. 

Chen Yubing ran over and took Ji Haonan's arm. "Haonan, someone bullied me!" 

Huo yunxun's eyes sweep to Ji Haonan. "It's really you." 

Chapter 736 

Ji Haonan looks at Huo yunxun and Gu Yaoyao who appear in front of him. His eyes flash quickly, but he 

conceals them quickly. If you don't pay attention to it, you can't notice it at all. 

"Huo Shao." Ji Haonan's voice is very quiet, without a trace of waves. 

Huo yunxun's good impression of Ji Haonan changed after he heard this address. 

"It turns out that this is the fundamental reason why Ji Shao has been busy. He is really busy." 

Huo yunxun is not polite. For Ji Haonan, he has always seen that Huo yunnuan has not said a word, but 

now the facts are in front of him, so you are welcome. 

Ji Haonan did not speak, and there was no extra expression on his face. He looked indifferent. 

"Such a woman doesn't deserve to bring shoes to xiaonuan! I suggest you go to the ophthalmology 

department. " 

With that, Huo yunxun took Gu Yaoyao's hand and said, "this lady, you just hit my wife. Should you 

apologize?" 

"Why should I apologize. It's the woman who doesn't look at the road. " Chen Yubing is determined not 

to apologize. 

"Jishao's woman is walking horizontally." Huo yunxun paid homage before soldiers. "I hope you can 

continue to be so smart." 
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Ji Haonan frowns. Huo yunxun is my ultimatum. Otherwise, Chen Yubing will be in danger. 

"Xiaobing, apologize." 

"Hao Nan, why should I apologize?" Chen Yubing was discontented, her lips were pursed, and she was in 

a bad mood. 

Seeing that Chen Yubing did not speak, Ji Haonan took the initiative to say to Gu Yaoyao, "Madam Huo, 

I'm sorry! Please don't remember the villain, forgive Xiaobing once. She did not mean to 

Huo yunxun has fire in his heart. Ji Haonan used to apologize for others like this. His eyes are not long on 

his head. Today, it's a surprise that he said so for this woman. 

"Ji Shao really loves women." 

Chen Yubing said with great pride, "see? That's how Hao Nan protects me. You're not a green onion. You 

want to apologize. " 

"I'm Huo yunxun. I hope you remember the name." 

What does Huo yunxun's name mean in a city? Chen Yubing's heart is very clear. I didn't expect that she 

met Huo yunxun and his wife. She didn't look at the Yellow calendar when she went out today. 

"Huo Shao, I was just talking nonsense. Don't take it to heart." 

"Late." Huo yunxun did not intend to let go of Chen Yubing, she such goods also deserve to fight with 

Huo yunnuan? It's a joke. 

Huo yunxun no longer pays attention to the two people in front of him and pulls Gu Yaoyao away like 

this. 

Back in the car, Gu Yaoyao saw Huo yunxun's face very ugly. I think it's the same, Ji Haonan is really too 

much! Looking for such a woman to compare with Huo yunnuan is simply to lower the grade. 

Huo yunxun started the car, but his eyes were looking at the two people in the mirror. His eyes were 

more like fire. 

Dare to bask in front of oneself unexpectedly, courage is big enough! Ji Haonan was really angry with 

Huo yunxun this time. 

Watching Huo yunxun's car leave, Ji Haonan's eyes sink. He seemed to have expected what would 

happen next. But he had no choice but to stick with it. 

"Hao Nan, what's the matter with you?" 

Ji Haonan took his arm back, and his tone was rather light, "go back by yourself. I won't accompany you 

if I have something to do later!" 

Chen Yubing couldn't help complaining. "What do you mean?" 

"I'm really busy." Ji Haonan's tone is obviously dissatisfied. 

Chen Yubing stares at Ji Haonan, stomps and goes to the mall. 



Ji Haonan takes out his mobile phone and sees the picture on the mobile phone's screen saver, his eyes 

twinkle. Separated from her, but will miss her! 

On the other side. 

Gu Yaoyao felt that Huo yunxun's low pressure had been continuing, and she was also angry when she 

thought of Huo yunxun's warm situation. 

Ji Haonan looks like a model person, but he didn't expect to be a scum man. Huo Yunnuan's efforts in 

recent years have turned into bubbles. What she said to herself last time is vivid. 

At that time, Huo yunnuan had already known about Ji Haonan and this woman, so he would say such 

words. But in this way, it's good to separate! At least I can see the face of Ji Haonan. 

"Ah Hoon!" 

"Don't talk about it after you go back." 

Gu Yaoyao nodded. If these things were said, the world would be in chaos. 

"What are you going to do with it?" 

"I'll go to see Xiao Nuan first." 

Gu Yaoyao agrees with Huo yunxun's practice. Huo yunnuan is the party and should know better than 

them. 

Huo yunxun sends Gu Yaoyao to Huo's house. Instead of getting off the bus, Huo yunxun turns around to 

find Huo yunnuan. 

Gu Yaoyao yelled at the back of the car. "Don't worry." 

Qiao Wei was led out by the sound, and only saw Gu Yaoyao standing at the door with a cake. 

"Yao Yao!" 

"Mom." Gu Yaoyao saw Qiao Wei coming to her and immediately thought of an excuse. "Ah Xun, I just 

went out again."Qiao Wei believes Gu Yaoyao's words. 

"They are both father and son, and when they are busy, they will forget other things. Don't think about 

it. He just goes to work. " 

Gu Yaoyao smiles and nods. "I know that." 

"Come on, let's go in." 

Gu Yaoyao and Qiao Wei sit together to eat cake, leaving them two in the living room. 

"Yao Yao, is your hand better?" 

"It's better. It's moving now." Gu Yaoyao replied. 



Before returning home, Gu Yaoyao applied to Huo yunxun not to go to the hospital, which was really 

unacceptable to the atmosphere of the hospital. Therefore, after asking Xia yueqian, Huo yunxun agreed 

to Gu Yaoyao's return home. 

But now Huo yunxun is going to deal with the matter of Huo Yunwen warming Ji Haonan, which must 

also be fierce. 

"Yao Yao, what are you thinking?" 

"Nothing, just worry about ah Xun." 

"He's OK. You can take care of the injury at home. Don't worry about other things." 

Every time Gu Yaoyao heard such words, she was in a good mood. "I don't care about anything else." 

"I'll go to bed later. If I don't sleep well in the hospital, it's still a comfortable bed at home." 

Qiao Wei's words let Gu Yaoyao repeatedly nod, "what mother said is right." 

After work, Huo Dongyang came back from the outside. He looked as if he had come back in a hurry 

from somewhere, with a tired look on his face. 

"You're back." 

Huo Dongyang kisses Qiao Wei on the face. "I'll cook after a break." 

"Hard work for you." 

Huo Dongyang close to Qiao Wei's ear, with only two people can hear clear voice, said: "at night 

compensate me." 

"Go." Qiao Wei is so cheeky to Huo Dongyang that he really doesn't know how to treat it. 

Huo Dongyang went to his room and changed his clothes. "Will Xiao Xun come back for dinner in the 

evening?" 

"I'll call and ask." 

After a few seconds, Qiao Wei looks at Huo Dongyang with disappointment. "My son didn't take it. Why 

don't you do more? When he comes back, he'll be able to eat it when he gets hot 

Chapter 737 

Huo yunxun goes directly to Huo yunnuan's apartment, but Huo yunnuan is not at home. 

Huo yunxun was worried about the phone connection. Let ah Jin go to check the whereabouts of Huo 

yunnuan immediately. 

Huo Yun Xun didn't care about his sister for some time. 

"Young master, miss has gone to America." 

Ah Jin quickly replied, "I went to Mike's company." 

Huo yunxun frowned, "where to do what?" 
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"It seems to be because of the new issue of costume shooting, this morning's plane." 

Huo yunxun looked at the time, and it was still on the plane, so he couldn't get in touch at all. 

"I see." 

Hang up, Huo yunxun calls Mike. 

"Why do you call me when you are free? Should it be at home with my wife? " 

Huo yunxun didn't talk to Mike. "You let little warm go to America?" 

"Yes Mike answers on the phone. "I just wanted to ask if she would like to take a set of clothes for me. I 

didn't expect that she agreed without saying a word 

Huo yunnuan has already refused to be a model for Mike again. This sudden change of mind must have 

something to do with Ji Haonan. 

"In fact, I was a little surprised that she would agree. She's in a bad mood lately? " 

"Please take care of her!" 

Mike didn't ask, "don't worry, I grew up watching you grow up." 

Huo yunxun clenched his mobile phone. Huo yunnuan doesn't have to worry too much when he goes to 

Mike, as long as she knows her whereabouts. Then we will have a good time with Ji Haonan. Huo, you 

can't forgive me. 

The next day. 

HD has publicly indicated that it has interrupted cooperation with Jishi. Several previous projects have 

been greatly impacted because of HD's withdrawal, and even brought great crisis to Jishi. 

Ji Haonan sitting in the office, he is very clear that this is Huo yunxun's revenge on himself. Clearly know 

that they rely on these projects to make money, now such a big loss. 

"General manager Ji, how should we deal with it?" 

Ji Haonan originally wanted to say that it was enough, but he thought of other people in the company, 

and he was embarrassed. 

"Wait a minute." 

"Still waiting?" Assistant Han Hai asked. Now it's burning. 

Ji Haonan props up his head with his hand, and his temple has been in a sudden pain. Close your eyes as 

if you can see Huo yunnuan's figure, this figure is simply lingering. 

In an instant, the whole person became impatient. 

"Where is cloud warming?" 

"Miss Huo left a city." 

Ji Haonan's nerves, which had been tense in his head, broke with a thump. "What do you say?" 



"Miss Huo left city a by plane yesterday morning." 

"Know where she's going?" 

"America." 

Ji Haonan murmured these two words in his heart. Huo yunnuan left like this? So what's the point of 

having one yourself? 

"It makes people warm with the clouds." 

"Yes." 

Ji Haonan once again fell into meditation, remembering that day he and Huo yunnuan stood face to face 

together, and said solemnly, "let's break up!" 

But Huo yunnuan did not splash like usual, but said calmly: "good!" 

That night, she left with her suitcase. 

Ji Haonan can clearly remember Huo yunnuan's back, which was straight and straight. He didn't bow his 

head, but left with his head held high. There is nothing to see as mean and unhappy. 

Yes, as the eldest lady of the Huo family, she has to uphold this point in many things. She can't disgrace 

the Huo family. 

"Warm clouds, will you come back?" 

Ji Haonan does not deny one thing. Huo yunnuan usually has some young lady's temper, is very sensible, 

meets the question to discuss with oneself. What's more, her thoughts are different from other 

people's, so she has no idea what she will do next. 

Now Huo yunxun launched revenge on Ji, which is also obvious! 

But Ji Haonan also believes that Huo yunnuan will not change his mind easily. Although she is beautiful 

in appearance, her mind is not detectable by ordinary people. 

But Ji Haonan didn't know at this time that Huo yunnuan would bring a fiance back from abroad. Seeing 

them flirting, Ji Haonan was going crazy! 

Of course, these are afterwords. 

"Han Hai, is there any news from yunnuan?" 

Ji Haonan is in a bad mood, and the whole person is just sitting in a daze. 

"General manager Ji, the news from Miss Huo is interrupted. I suspect that some people deliberately 

don't let us go to see the whereabouts of Miss Huo." 

It is only Huo yunxun who can do this easily. He didn't want to hurt Huo yunnuan again. 

"Yes, I see."Ji Haonan looks at the screen saver again. "Cloud warm, you don't want me to interfere in 

your life?" 



Huo yunxun interrupted the cooperation with Ji, which caused many people's conjecture. 

Huo Dongyang was the first to ask Huo yunxun. "Why stop all cooperation with Ji." 

"Just want to let them know that our Huo family is not so easy to bully." 

Huo yunxun's words let Huo Dongyang instantly understand. "What did the boy do? To be honest. " 

Huo yunxun knew that this matter could not be concealed for long, so he told Huo Dongyang the whole 

story. 

"What a shame! Ji Haonan now wings hard, so ignore us Huo family! There is seed 

"Dad, I'll take care of the next thing." 

"Don't be polite to that boy. Now that your sister is not here, you should let him know that it is a very 

serious thing to abandon Xiaowen." 

"Dad, don't worry!" 

Subsequently, HD announced a new statement again. 

"Several family businesses will be combined to win the project Jishi is carrying out." 

Huo Dongyang domineering to show that the business ability of Jishi is not good, so it will be launched. 

Many gourd eaters are confused. What's going on? What happened one night, otherwise HD would 

never have done that. 

Even Huo Dongyang also came out to blame Ji's failure. Maybe it will close down soon. 

Gu Yaoyao saw the news and knew the cause and effect. She couldn't explain what she had done. Ji 

Haonan did a bad job. 

And Qiao Wei, who didn't know it, was worried. HD suddenly did this. It was obvious that Ji Haonan 

would be hard to do. Then he came out and said it clearly. 

"What's the matter with father and son? Why did you suddenly point the gun at Ji Haonan? " 

Anyway, Huo yunnuan and Ji Haonan have a relationship. If continue like this, Huo yunnuan can't lift his 

head in front of Ji Haonan. 

"No, I'm going to call Dong Yang. We don't look at the monk's face, but look at the Buddha's face. " 

"Huo Dongyang, what's the matter with you?" 

"I'll talk to you when I get back." 

Qiao Wei from Huo Dongyang's words to smell a trace of wrong, according to reason, Huo Dongyang 

and Huo yunxun will not easily hit others. Now that they do this, it means that Ji Haonan has done 

something bad. 

"I'll wait for you to come back!" 

Qiao slightly frowned and guessed a little. 



Chapter 738 

In the process of waiting for Huo Dongyang to come back, Gu Yaoyao is worried. 

Qiao Wei had been waiting in silence without saying a word. She believed that her husband and son 

would not target a person for no reason, unless the person did something unforgivable. 

During this period, Ji Nan Hao had a lot of quarrels with her daughter for several years. But this time, it 

seems that the situation is not quite the same. So it shows that Ji Haonan and his daughter have a 

problem. 

Qiao Wei looked at Huo yunnuan's number and tried to dial it out several times, but in the end, he still 

resisted. 

"Mom..." 

Qiao Wei looks at Gu Yaoyao and tugs at the corners of his mouth. "I'm fine. Don't worry." 

"In fact, a Xun and I met Ji Haonan a few days ago and went shopping with a woman." 

This sentence completely shattered Qiao Wei's surviving luck, and her eyebrows wrinkled. right enough! 

Qiao Wei was not angry in her imagination. She even felt relieved. Since not, then separate. 

"Little warm feelings have been very tortuous." 

"Mom, we all have to believe in her." 

Joe nodded. "I believe her, my daughter is not bad at all. Maybe I'll meet love around the corner. " 

Seeing Qiao's optimism, Gu Yaoyao can't help but breathe a sigh of relief. 

"Ah Xun didn't let me say that." 

"It doesn't matter. I can analyze it myself." Qiao Wei holds Gu Yaoyao's hand. "I wish the family were 

safe." 

Gu Yaoyao didn't expect Qiao Wei to have a clear heart. It was also good for communication. 

"Mom is at this age, and a lot of things have been taken care of." 

Gu Yaoyao admires Qiao Wei for his ability to be calm and tolerant. He thinks that if he changes into 

himself, he will not be able to do so! Life is really a kind of experience! 

After a while, Huo Dongyang and Huo yunxun came back together. 

Gu Yaoyao tells Huo yunxun in a low voice that he has told Qiao Wei about Huo Yun warming Ji Haonan. 

"I'm sorry!" 

"It doesn't matter. You care about mom, too." Huo yunxun holds Gu Yaoyao's hand. 

Huo Dongyang pulls Qiao Wei back to the room. They seem to be whispering. 

"Ah Xun, what's the situation over there?" 
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"I've been helping Mike shoot things these days. She's very familiar over there, so she's going to relax. " 

Gu Yaoyao nods. It's a good thing to have a job now. 

"Ji Haonan..." 

Huo yunxun heard Ji Haonan's name, and his eyes became sharp. 

"He's probably very busy right now. He's busy dealing with these problems." 

Gu Yaoyao finally saw one thing: the power of power. It's really the official university who killed people! 

HD in a city's strength, want to kill Ji Haonan is a very easy thing. 

"What do you think?" 

"It's nothing. I just think Ji Haonan should be in a mess." 

Huo yunxun shook his head. "No, city a is not his home, as long as the season home, he will tide over the 

difficulties." 

"What else?" 

"My father and I did this just to give him a bully. Why did he let go of the warm? When there is no one in 

the Huo family? " 

Speaking of these things, Huo yunxun was indignant. His sister was wronged, and he just felt 

uncomfortable. 

At this point. 

Gu Yaoyao, on the other side of the ocean, plunges into her work and forgets everything else. 

"Warm, take a look at the information here." 

“OK!” Huo yunnuan receives the information from Mike. 

He was just like that. He was a workaholic, and he was very strict. 

Huo yunnuan looks down at the information in his hand, and then marks out the key points. 

Mike occasionally stops to observe Huo yunnuan secretly. Seeing that she is in good mental state, he is 

relieved. 

"Sister, I'm here to pick you up from work." 

Qin Zichen strides into Mike's office. 

Mike takes a look at Qin Zichen, "don't you knock when you come in?" 

"I just knocked, but you didn't respond, I came in." Qin Zichen said with a smile. 

Huo yunnuan takes a look at the time and then tidies up the information given by Mike. "I'll go back and 

see you tomorrow." 

"Well." 



Qin Zichen reaches out to take Huo yunnuan's document bag. "Mom made us a lot of delicious food 

today." 

"I'll probably die of weight this time." 

"How could it be so serious?" Qin Zichen replied. 

Huo yunnuan looks distressed. "You don't understand my pain! Aunt Lan's craftsmanship is so good that 

I can't help it. " 

"Then let go. I think my mother will be very happy 

It seems that Ji Haoyun doesn't know what's going on in Huo Zichen. But that's good. At least she won't 

feel bad."That boy in your family is so cute!" 

Speaking of Qin Zichen's son, Huo yunnuan wants to pinch his round face. 

"Dare you, my son has become your outlet?" 

"I treat it very gently." 

Qin Zichen couldn't argue with Huo yunnuan and didn't want to say too much. 

"Sister, how long will you stay here this time?" 

"What? Want to get rid of me? " Huo yunnuan stares at Qin Zichen and asks. 

"No! I hope you'll stay for a long time, so that Ziqi can be accompanied 

Huo yunnuan laughs, "then you don't dislike me." 

After a full meal, Huo yunnuan returns to the room and lies on the bed. She looked at the domestic 

mobile phone, since here, has not turned on. 

"Huo yunnuan, what are you expecting? It's not a promise to forget it! " 

Huo yunnuan pulled one side of the quilt, and then wrapped himself, "don't want to!" 

"Little warm, I'll cook you a dessert and come out and eat it." 

Jian Lan's voice came, Huo yunnuan sat up from the quilt. 

"Aunt LAN, I'll die of fat like this." 

"Where fat!" Jane LAN pushed the door open. "You've been working so hard these days that you should 

eat more. Come on, come out and eat. " 

Huo yunnuan was pulled out of the room by Jian LAN, and saw several people on the table who had 

opened to eat, and ate with relish. Huo yunnuan completely can't, "this time if fat can't lose weight, I 

can't get married!" 

"Your father won't let that happen. Sit down and eat. " Qin Hao opens his mouth. 

"Uncle, you're conniving at my crime." Huo Yun said this when he warmed his mouth, but his eyes were 

always staring at the sweet sweet sweet aroma on the table. 



Jian LAN pressed Huo yunnuan on the chair. "Do you want me to serve you?" 

"No. I'll eat it myself. " Huo yunnuan picked up the spoon, a pair of bold look, eat to eat! 

Jian LAN looks at Huo Yun warm hands, with a smile on her face. 

"That's right." 

After Huo yunnuan finished eating, he touched his already bulging belly, "look at this belly is round like 

this. Mike won't be able to wear his clothes in a few days! What to do? " 

"As much as you exaggerate!" 

"Little warm, call your father back. He has called several times today. " 

Huo yunnuan looked at Qin Hao, "OK, I'll fight soon." 

"Today, Ji Haonan also called." 

Chapter 739 

Hearing Ji Haonan's name, Huo Yun's warm face changed instantly. 

She frowned and frowned. Since she broke up, why call herself? What is he going to do? 

"Sister, are you ok?" Qin Hao sat next to Huo yunnuan, so she quickly felt her mood change. 

"I'm fine." Huo Yun warm smile, but this smile is not from the heart. 

Qin Hao knows the situation of a city. Huo Dongyang is constantly attacking Ji Haonan for his daughter, 

which is also his style. Who let Huo yunnuan be his baby daughter? Now Ji Haonan bullies Huo yunnuan 

at random. If he changes into himself, he will do the same. 

As a child who has been growing up since childhood, Qin Hao is also distressed by Huo yunnuan. 

"That kid has itchy skin recently. Your father is fixing him." 

Huo yunnuan raised his head and looked at Qin Hao with some disbelief in his eyes. She didn't tell her 

family about it. How did they know? 

"You don't feel surprised with a woman in front of Ji Nan Hao." 

Huo Yun warm drooping eyes, it is so. Her mood is even lower than just now, did not expect to leave, Ji 

Haonan can not be forced to appear with that woman. 

He never appeared with himself in public before. In addition to a few home parties, but also in a hurry to 

show a face and leave. 

"Xiaonuan, don't miss such a man! I'd like to introduce one to you. These two people together is to live, 

is not a match is good. At the beginning, your father was impulsive and gave you to Ji Haonan without 

knowing anything. " 

"Wife." Qin Hao shook his head at Jian LAN. 

Jane LAN knew that she had said too much, she sighed. 
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"I'm fine. You don't have to worry." Huo yunnuan replied. "No, just a man. I can afford to lose. I'm going 

to call dad 

Watching Huo yunnuan enter the room, Qin Hao and Jian LAN exchange a look. 

"I think my sister just pretends to be OK." Qin Zichen's tone is worried. 

It seems that Qin Zichen can't help but care about growing up together. 

"Well, that's it." Qin Hao speaks as a parent. 

Other people nodded one after another, but they really bullied them. That's not polite! 

In the room. 

Huo yunnuan leaned against the window and looked at the light in the yard. 

Think of the past and Ji Haonan bit, love easy to get along with difficult. At the end of the day, he broke 

up, and his heart almost died of pain. But she still respected his decision. 

Ji Haonan can have her own choice. She doesn't want to see him in a dilemma. That's what you can do. 

Have a good break! The only good thing is that they are not married, otherwise more trouble. 

"I wish you better in the future." 

Huo yunnuan picked up the mobile phone and turned it on. 

News came out in a steady stream. Looking at those messages and calls, Huo yunnuan felt comforted. 

After all, family members are family members. They are the only ones who are really good to 

themselves in the world! 

"Dad 

"Willing to switch on?" 

Huo yunnuan dry smile a few times, or such tone and attitude, but her heart is warm. 

"Hey, you know I've always been self willed." 

"How are you these days?" Huo Dongyang is concerned. 

"Good." 

Huo Dongyang was relieved at the other end of the phone and was in a good mood. 

"Tell Qin Hao if you need to." 

"I won't be polite." 

Huo yunnuan hesitated for a while, or mentioned Ji Haonan's matter. 

"Dad, it's over Ji Haonan. Don't aim at him again, or you'll let others see jokes. Emotional things are your 

feelings and I wish, we really can not go to the end, this is already a fact 

"Are you sure?" 



"Well!" Huo yunnuan nodded, "you should always be a little more natural and unrestrained, right? I can 

afford to lose. Maybe there is something better waiting for me. " 

"Since you speak, I will listen to you." 

"Thank you, Dad." 

"Come back when you're done. The door is always open for you." 

"Well." 

Huo yunnuan, with tears in his eyes, ended the conversation with Huo Dongyang. 

Looking at Ji Haonan's number and wechat, Huo yunnuan's fingers stayed for a long time, and finally 

sent out a wechat. 

"I wish you happiness!" 

After sending out, Huo yunnuan ruthlessly removed all contact information of Ji Haonan. 

Then, she changed her wechat avatar into a sunflower and her personal signature. 

"Good life, start again!" 

Huo yunnuan in the circle of friends sent a self portrait of the United States, "creak, I am very good!" 

After completing a series of movements, Huo yunnuan washed and went to sleep. 

In city a, Ji Haonan received a phone call from Han Hai after he was busy."General manager Ji, HD has 

stopped attacking us. That project, they also gave up. " 

Ji Haonan's eyes flash, Huo Dongyang just let himself go? 

"Do you know why?" 

"I don't know. It just stops all of a sudden, without any warning." 

Ji Haonan's eyebrows frown, an idea that is ready to come out. Besides her, no one should be able to 

stop Huo Dongyang! 

After that, Ji Haonan saw the wechat Huo yunnuan sent to himself. 

"I wish you happiness!" 

Simple four words, let Ji Haonan's heart. She is 

Before Huo yunnuan has been shut down, he had called Qin Hao, but Qin Hao took a cold attitude and 

hung up without two words. 

But now Huo Dongyang stopped, Huo yunnuan sent wechat, but it declared the real end between them! 

Ji Haonan immediately called, but the phone has been unable to call in, has been repeatedly unable to 

connect. It's more terrible than shutting it down. 

He wanted to chat with the voice of wechat, but found that Huo yunnuan deleted him. 



Now, Ji Haonan is really flustered. Huo yunnuan has completely excluded himself. 

The next tight heart, want to have no Huo Yun warm days, his life seems to have lost its meaning. Regret 

the original why put forward to break up, now lost on their own only one person. 

Let go of Huo yunnuan and she will be free. 

But he was trapped and could only live in the past. 

When the mobile phone vibrated, Ji Haonan's eyes brightened and he was surprised. When he saw the 

caller ID, he felt as if he had been poured a bucket of ice water on his head. 

Chen Yubing's phone. 

Ji Haonan did not answer, but put down the mobile phone. 

He looked at the computer, looked at the data analysis on the screen, inexplicably feel upset. It's such a 

hard thing to break up with Huo yunnuan! 

"Huo yunnuan!" 

Ji Haonan didn't know how much effort he had to put down his impatience for the time being. He 

suppressed himself and stopped thinking about Huo yunnuan. However, after struggling for several 

times, he still declared failure. 

Ji Haonan picks up his mobile phone. "Han Hai, book my ticket. I'm going to find Huo yunnuan. " 

"Mr. Ji, do you really want to go?" 

"Do it now." Ji Haonan couldn't sit still for a moment. 

He wants to see Huo yunnuan, otherwise he can't do anything! 

Chapter 740 

A new day has begun. 

Huo yunnuan stretched out and looked at the scenery outside. It was a sunny day. 

"Good weather!" 

When he arrived at Mike company, Huo yunnuan put himself into his work. 

"Warm up, come on!" 

Mike calls Huo yunnuan to his office and asks her to try on her newly modified clothes. 

"How about it?" 

"Better than last time." Huo yunnuan tidies up in the mirror. "Which designer's work is this?" 

"New people." 

Huo yunnuan likes this series of clothes very much. "How many will you give me then?" 
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"Yes. It's free. " Mike said with a smile. "By the way, give me a show in the afternoon?" 

Huo yunnuan looks back at Mike and finally understands. 

"The routine is very deep." 

Mike smiles. "What? Don't you want me to make a profit? I've been serving you well these days 

"And I give you a lot of advice." Huo yunnuan knew that there was no free lunch in the world. 

"Let's go! There is a reward. " 

Hear reward two words, Huo yunnuan that pair of blue gray eyes light up, "this must see how much?" 

"No less." 

Huo yunnuan raised eyebrows, "OK!" 

Afternoon. 

Mike takes Huo yunnuan to the scene of a fashion show. Seeing that there are almost all Western faces 

in the venue, Huo yunnuan smiles. 

At first glance, the show is very tall, and the people present are either rich or expensive. 

"There is no other purpose for bringing me here today?" Huo yunnuan asked. 

Mike smiles, just this smile, Huo yunnuan can't understand the meaning. 

"I'll ask Wei'an to take you backstage. Good performance 

Huo yunnuan looks at Mike's meaningful eyes and knows that the purpose is not simple. However, since 

we have come, we can only settle down when we come. 

"Well, it's no use staring at me like this. You should show your strength now and tell some people where 

the charm of Miss Huo is. " 

Huo yunnuan doesn't waste words with Mike. His words obviously mean Ji Haonan. 

"I'll have a big dinner in the evening." 

"Court food, please." 

Mike gave Wei an a wink, "take good care of her!" 

Huo yunnuan walked into the dressing room backstage and saw other models looking at him in unison 

and talking in a low voice. 

"Miss Huo, this way." 

Huo yunnuan ignored these people and went to his own position and sat down. 

Although he is older than these models in his age, he will never lose when it comes to professionalism. If 

she had been a star at the beginning, she might have been very successful now. 



"Wei An, give me a black contact lens." 

"OK." 

Huo yunnuan changed her clothes and waited for her to appear. The makeup artist was mending her 

make-up. 

Mike comes to see Huo yunnuan and nods with satisfaction after seeing her condition. On the contrary, 

her clothes became her foil. This is Huo yunnuan should have some self-confidence, why to be 

depressed for a man who doesn't know how to cherish. 

“Mike!” 

When he hears someone calling himself, Mike turns back. 

"Fei Yuchen, you are here too." 

"After all, it's held by the company." 

Fei Yuchen's eyes looked at Mike's direction just now. In an instant, his eyes lit up, "that's..." 

"My baby." Mike said with a smile. 

Fei Yuchen looks at Mike suspiciously. Some rumors are clear to him. So I really don't understand what 

Mike said. 

Mike knows that Fei Yuchen has doubts, but he just smiles and doesn't explain. 

Fei Yuchen looked at Huo yunnuan, a typical oriental beauty, especially her black eyes. A kind of self-

confidence was naturally revealed. For Huo yunnuan's appearance, Fei Yuchen has a vague impression. 

"I feel familiar." 

"Is it?" Mike just doesn't explain. 

Fei Yuchen nodded and looked at Huo yunnuan. After that, she found that she was the model who 

parachuted today, and was the first to appear. 

With the music playing, many people went back to their positions and enjoyed the show. 

Huo yunnuan stood in the designated position, waiting for the music to ring, she entered the state, put 

the posture. 

Mike is satisfied with Huo yunnuan. He is worthy of bringing it out by himself. There should be such a 

bully! 

The music changed, and the lights on the t-stand came on. 

Looking at the director's gesture, Huo yunnuan took the first step. 

Soon, the eyes of the whole audience were focused on Huo yunnuan's body, and a strange Oriental face 

was on the scene, and still had a very high standard.Huo yunnuan with his own queen momentum, 

easily completed his part. 



A lot of people say that one minute on the stage, ten years off the stage. However, Huo yunnuan has 

inherent advantages, such a stage is for her. 

After Huo Yun warmed down, the talent under the stage began to discuss one after another. Who was 

the model just now? 

Fei Yuchen heard the comments in his ear, but also came to his mind. 

This woman caused a great sensation, so that no one paid attention to the models who appeared later, 

as if they were trapped in the atmosphere of Huo yunnuan. 

I thought I would see her again when I came back, but I didn't. It was as if she had fallen from the sky 

and suddenly disappeared. 

"You go backstage." Fei Yuchen orders the assistant behind him. 

Backstage, Huo yunnuan has changed back to his clothes and has taken off his black pupil. 

Mike timed the time and walked in. "Warm, go." 

"Good." Huo yunnuan picked up his things and left with Mike. 

Walking to the door of the meeting hall, Huo yunnuan takes Mike's arm and is in a good mood. 

"What to eat in the evening?" 

"You can eat whatever you like." 

"It's rare that my uncle is so generous. I'm absolutely welcome this time." 

Mike nodded, thinking about the business that would come to him tomorrow. He didn't care about the 

cost of the meal. 

When Fei Yuchen chased out, he could only see the car leave. 

"Check out the lady Mike brought." 

"Yes 

After Ji Haonan arrived at the airport, he took a taxi to Qin Hao's home. 

Passing one of the intersections, we can see that the fashion show in the afternoon is playing on the 

huge screen on the building. Just when Ji Haonan is ready to take back his sight, he sees a familiar figure 

in his eyes. 

That's Huo yunnuan! 

Ji Haonan was shocked to see Huo yunnuan's elegant demeanor of T platform! 

This kind of Huo yunnuan is strange to him, and the queen fan who is full of aura is different from Huo 

yunnuan he knows. 



Ji Haonan was attracted by Huo yunnuan, and his eyes couldn't be moved. His heart beat again without 

frequency. He had heard that Huo yunnuan had been a model, but he had never seen her walk through 

the show. 

The car started, Ji Haonan even turned to continue to look at the big screen. 

However, the camera has been switched to other people. Ji Haonan is just sitting in his own body. 

At Qin Hao's house, the person who opens the door is Jian LAN. 

When seeing Ji Haonan, Jian Lan's face is cold, and then she will close the door. 

"Auntie LAN, wait a minute!" 

"Ji Shao, since you have nothing to do with xiaonuan, please call me Mrs. Qin." 

Ji Haonan has just closed the door. But instead of leaving, he waited at the door. 

After a while, a car stopped at the door of the villa. 

Ji Haonan is vaguely looking forward to the people coming down from the car and stretching his head 

forward. 

 


